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Abstract— Companies have long been taking the assistance of only the operational data of a business
process, when analyst make their decisions just on the basis of operational data but the pitfall of this method
was that context of the business process was missing therefore decisions made in the light of such analysis
were not up-to-date and sometimes inaccurate because decision made just on the basis of operational data
with the exclusion contextual information ultimately effects the decision making process. Therefore,
amalgamation of these two data sources is the need of time, consolidation of the operational data (needed to
perform business procedures, processes and collected during the operational implementation of an
operational process) and business process data (consists of a set of activities that are executed in some
enterprise or administration according to some rules in order to achieve certain goals) is inevitable. With this
convergence evaluation and the decision making result will be more valuable and will result in the form of
deep business analysis. How this convergence can be done seamlessly automatically considerable by the any
system that can perform deep business analysis? Its answer ultimately needs for the design of ontology for
the possible matching of the process data and operational data for a deep business analysis so that the
recommendations impeccably automatically available for any analysis system, data mining or any business
intelligence tool. Deliverable of this research will be an ontology, however to develop ontology we have
selected different database management system tools and process management system tools to collect event
log of operational data and process log respectively.
Keywords: Operational data; Process data; Deep business analysis; ontology; Amalgamation of Process
data and Operational data
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining techniques, algorithms and methods have long stick up alone, they are consuming data that is
stemming from various applications, analyze data, and provide rules and models supported by that data.
Similarly Process mining has also emerged as a new research field since last decade for the analysis of process
using event data. Classical data mining techniques such as classification, clustering, regression, association rule
learning do not focus on business process models and are often only used for the analysis of specific steps in the
overall process (Jiawei & Kamber, 2001), whereas process mining focuses on end-to-end processes and it is
possible just because of the high availability of event data. However, an important part was and is still missing
the “context” of the business process in which data was created (An & Wang, 2010). As context is everything
for taking decisions in businesses, and when data is taken with exclusion of context, the results may be best, but
limited, if not downright misleading (Gile, & Teubner, 2006).
Therefore, by combining data mining and business process management technology, organizations can
leverage from domain relevant information in mining methods for producing more concise knowledge. This
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information can be of utmost important, not only for decision makers in order to make better decisions and to
boost up business but also for stimulating operational quality of automated systems like Workflow Management
System (WfMS). Important starting point for any process analysis is event log. Log files can provide the
plentiful right information about the different processes of any business at right time. Usually, these event logs
provide the information about the start to complete steps of a process along with related contextual data (e.g.
actors and resources) that execute the corresponding tasks. This convergence can be possible on availability of
information stored in data dictionary of different tools.
Integration of Process logs and Event logs
When approaching towards integration then we also have to consider some common fields on which this
consolidation can be performed. As process logs contain information about a particular process and database
tables contain the data/ records. So there should be any common field from where this consolidation can take
place. As there are no primary or foreign keys exist between the data. In this research, Time Stamp in the Data
Dictionary is the only field/factor/option on which records can be matched. On the basis of the time-stamp we
can integrate process data log with event logs of operational data. It will give a comprehensive knowledge to
decision makers to make accurate decisions. When a process is executed its data is stored in the event logs, the
time of the execution of the specific process is also recorded in the data dictionary, and how we can integrate
logs from process data and operational data is main question.

Fig. 1 Integration of Audit trail and Application Database

Large amount of data is recorded in different applications by the different user, similarly during the process
execution the information of the particular process stored in the process logs like Process Id, Process name, date
and time etc. This record is maintained and recorded every time the process is executed by any user. Usually,
process execution data is recorded and can be analysed through Process analysis like workflow mining.
Further operational data of the business managed by different application systems like ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning) systems is examined separately by Data mining. Operational data of an organization is
recorded, maintained and transformed in to business data warehouse DWH with the help of ETL (Extraction,
Transformation, and Load) to apply the data mining techniques like OLAP (Online Analytical Processing)
(Radeschutz et al., 2008).
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Fig. 2 Process and Operational data Query Support

Database tables are created and retained by Data Definition Language DDL (creating tables) similarly
changing the table definition ALTER TABLE, removing a table DROP TABLE, creating an index CREATE
INDEX, removing an index REMOVE INDEX) and operations on the database tables are done by Data
Manipulating Language/ DML (select, update, insert and delete).
A comprehensive database figure 3.17 is shown in which contents of audit trail from the process management
tool is taken and the operational data from the database management tool is taken and their integration is done
on the basis of time stamp in the data dictionary when record was entered. And analyst can have information
when record was inserted, modified or deleted and by whom what kind of process was performed and on which
application, all this information leads to better decision making.

Fig. 3 Comprehensive Database

Because decision made in the light of only the operational data and Process data are not up to date and
sometimes inaccurate because decision made just on the basis of operational data with the exclusion of
contextual information ultimately effects the decision making process (An & Wang, 2010). Therefore,
amalgamation of these two data sources is the need of time.
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Their consolidation will result in a deep business analysis so the result made in the light of deep business
analysis would be timelier and more authenticate (Radeschutz et al., 2008).

Fig. 4 Deep Business Analysis (Raza et al., 2014)

Huge amount of data is entered by the different user and different amendments are performed by them.
Sometimes strong steps are to be taken on basis of data. Similarly there is possibility sometimes record is
destructed by the user unintentionally, all the modifications done by the users are stored in the data dictionary,
only database administrator has the authority to check that. There is a problem while collecting data from data
dictionary as data is stored in huge amount and in different types of formats hence Time stamp is the only option
on which integration is performed about the information stored in the process logs and event logs.
Data Dictionary
The data dictionary is full of Metadata; metadata is the information about what is going-on inside database.
Altering or manipulating the data in data dictionary can permanently and adversely affect the operation of a
database therefore no data in any data dictionary table should be altered or deleted by any user .It is an important
tool for all users, from end users to application designers and database administrators. Different queries are used
to access the data dictionary. Because the data dictionary is read-only, you can issue only queries
(SELECT statements) against tables and views.
II. DATABASE MANAGEMENT TOOLS DATA DICTIONARY
1) Oracle Data Dictionary
The Oracle database automatically creates the data dictionary; When Database Configuration Assistant is
being used to create a database. Subsequently, on every occasion the database is in operation, Oracle
automatically modifies the data dictionary in response to every DDL i.e. creating tables, changing the table
definition ALTER TABLE, removing a table DROP TABLE, creating an index CREATE INDEX, removing an
index REMOVE INDEX, statement that is used.

Fig. 5 Oracle data dictionary view logs
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2) Microsoft Access Data Dictionary
Microsoft Access is a very helpful tool used to maintain information that benefits us to store information for
future reference, reporting and analysis and for database modelling. It also helps to overcome limitations that
may be found when we are trying to maintain huge amounts of data in Excel or other spread sheets. Although
there are many user-friendly features are there but one important feature that is missing is Data Dictionary.
Though it is present but not fully information oriented. The Microsoft Access 2013 data dictionary of metadata
gives the following information according to the timestamp.
(i)
Database creation data and time.
(ii) Table creation date and time.
(iii) Last update in the table with date and time.

Fig. 6 Microsoft Access event log
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3) dBase Data Dictionary
dBase plus 9 version is released on june,2014, LLC Unveils New Version of Legendary Dbase Database
Management System .In terms of data dictionary time stamp dBase partially support because it shows only date
when table was created not the timing of creation. It also does not provide the time stamp when any record is
entered in the table or any modifications are made in dBase.

Fig. 7 Dbase plus9 logs

4) SQL Server Data Dictionary
In terms of data dictionary time stamp sql server is fully supportive because it shows not only date and time
when table is created. It also fully supports the time stamp when any record is entered in the table or any
modifications are made in sql server.

Fig. 8 SQL Server logs

5) My Sql Data Dictionary
In terms of data dictionary time stamp My Sql is fully supportive because it shows not only date and time
when table is created. It also fully supports the time stamp when any record is entered in the table or any
modifications are made in Mysql.
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Fig. 9 My Sql logs

III. PROCESS MANAGEMENT TOOLS DATA DICTIONARY
1) Staffware Data Dictionary
The objective of workflow mining is to extract information about different processes from transaction logs.
We start from information about the different process of the workflow when they start to take place. It should be
noted that we are not assuming the presence of a workflow management system. Just assuming about the
possibility of collecting process/workflow logs data and also taking the assumption that it is possible to record
events such that (i) each event is considered as a task (ii) each event is referring to a case (instance) and (iii) All
events are totally structured and ordered. In addition to this a log provide information about what is the type of
event, e.g., a start event (a person selecting a task from a worklist), a complete event (describing the completion
of a task), a withdraw event (describing when a scheduled task is removed), etc.

Fig. 10 Staffware logs

2) Petri Net Data Dictionary
Petri nets were developed up by Carl Adam Petri. They are mainly used to portray and illustrate the
contemporaneous, co-existing and disseminated systems. These can be used as a visual prop in communication
as a graphical aid.
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Fig. 11 Petri Net logs

3) Oracle bPel worklist Data Dictionary
The Oracle BPEL Worklist application is a web interface that enables the users to act on human workflow
tasks that are assigned to them and to create worklist application. Oracle worklist application is fully supportive
because it shows the date and the time when any modifications are made. Web interface of the Worklist
application is normally used for any activity that requires user to act on tasks in a BPEL process.

Fig. 12 Oracle BPEL logs

4) Websphere Data Dictionary
WebSphere MQ is a process management tool developed by IBM and it is one of the most leading tool of
process mining used in the business globally. It pools and matches business resources with their business
processes for improving workgroup productivity. Websphere MQ manages its event log in a well-organized
manner.
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Fig. 13 Websphere logs

5) ProM
The ProM framework keeps following attributes in its event logs (Verbeek et al., 2006). ProM is fully
supportive tool because it shows not only table creation date/time and also record modification date/ time so it is
a fully supportive tool.
Case Id, Task name (what task is being performed), Event type (status of the process at that particular point in
time), Originator (Who is executing the process), Timestamp ( Time of the process with date), Extra data etc.

Fig.14 ProM Framework event logs

IV. ANALYSIS OF TOOLS

Table1: Analysis of tools
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Database Management tools like Oracle, sql server, My Sql, Microsoft Access and dBase plus9. Oracle
shows table creation date/ time and record modification date/ time hence it is a fully supportive tool. sql server
shows table creation date/time and also record modification date/ time so it is a fully supportive tool. My Sql
shows not only table creation date/time and also record modification date/ time so it is a fully supportive tool.
Microsoft Access shows table creation date/time but not record modification date/ time hence it is a partially
supportive tool. dBase plus9 shows only the date of table creation not time and it also do not provide the record
modification date/time so it is not supportive tool.
Process Management tools we used are Staffware, Petri Net, Oracle Bpel worklist, Websphere and ProM.
Staffware shows table creation date/ time and record modification date/ time so it is a fully supportive tool. Petri
Net also shows table creation date/ time and record modification date/ time hence it is a fully supportive tool.
Oracle Bpel worklist shows not only table creation date/ time but also record modification date/ time hence it is
a fully supportive tool. ProM is fully supportive tool because it shows not only table creation date/time and also
record modification date/ time so it is a fully supportive tool. Websphere is also fully supportive tool because it
shows not only table creation date/time and also record modification date/ time so it is a fully supportive tool.
All the process management tools are fully supportive.
V. ONTOLOGY DESIGN for POSSIBLE MATCHING
Users have the ability to get information from different types of data sources because human can read
different formats but the problem with machines is that they can read, write or use single type of format or data
type. As a result of this an ontology will be designed in this thesis that would help executives in taking decisions
on time, accurate and more quickly. Ontologies are being used to represent the knowledge, hierarchy of data.
These ontologies are also used to symbolize the relationship between data and their properties. The origin of
ontology is philosophy but in computer science ontologies played vital roles like in semantic web (Cardoso et al.,
2009) software engineering, artificial intelligence (Mitchell, 1982), bio informatics, system engineering etc.
Ontology Web Language (OWL) and Protégé are used to design, exchanging and encoding ontologies.
Ontology for possible matching is developed in Protégé. The ontology given above is representing the detailed
relationships of class Matching, matching is super class of Tools and Tools which is subclass of Matching is
super class of Data dictionary and Data dictionary is superclass of Process data and Operational data.

Fig.15 Graphical representation of ontology design of possible matching on Time stamp

Figure given above is graphical representation of discussed ontology. Here it is very easy to view the
relations among all classes, sub classes and super classes. The ontology given below in figure is representing the
detailed relationships of class Matching, matching is super class of Tools and Tools which is subclass of
Matching is super class of two subclasses of database management tool and process management tools. And
database management tools is containing subclasses Oracle, SQL server, My SQL, MS Access and dBase Plus9
and Process management tools which was subclass of tools, is super class of Staffware , Petri Net, Oracle Bpel,
Websphere and ProM.
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Fig. 16 Graphical representation of ontology Design of possible matching of Tools

Figure given above is graphical representation of discussed ontology and it is very easy to view the relations
among all classes, sub classes and super classes.
Ontology on Oracle data dictionary:

Oracle data dictionary is super class and its sub classes are Action, Action Name, Host Name, Logoff_Time,
Os_Username, Terminal, Timestamp and User Name.
Ontology on dBASE plus9 data dictionary:

dBASE plus9 data dictionary is super class and its sub classes are Field name, Index, No. of fields, No. of
rows, Table type, Type.
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Ontology on SQL Server data dictionary:

SQL Server is super class and Created, Created id, Is implicitly Invocable, Last Altered, User id,
User_Defined_cost and User Name.
Ontology on MS Access data dictionary:

MS Access is super class and its subclasses are Record Count, Date Created, Guid, Last Update, Order By
and Total Rows.
Ontology on Staffware data dictionary:

Staffware data dictionary is super class and its subclasses are Directive Description, Event, Timestamp and
User.
Ontology on Petri Net data dictionary:

Petri Net is super class and its subclasses areSetDate, Staff, Event Id, Flow Id, Case Id and Act Id.
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Ontology on Oracle BPEL Worklist data dictionary:

Oracle BPEL Worklist is super class and its sub classes areActions, Assigne, Expiration Date, Modified Date,
Number, Priority, Status and Title.
Ontology on ProM data dictionary:

ProM is super class and its sub classes are Case Id, Event Type, Originator, Task Name and Timestamp.
Ontology on Websphere data dictionary:

Websphere is super class and its sub classes are Queue Manager Name, Queue Manager Status, Command
Level, Connection Status, Connection Type, Platform, Stand By, Start Date, start Time and Queue Server Status.
Ontology on My Sql data dictionary:

My Sql data dictionary is super class and its sub classes are Table_Name, Avg_Row_Length, Create_Time,
Index_Length, Table_Rows, Table_Schema, Update_Time.
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Ontology on Time Stamp Matching:
Timestamp Matching is super Class and all Process Management tools and Database Management tools are
its sub classes.

Time stamp Matching is super Class and all Process Management tools and Database Management tools are
its sub classes. The ultimate objective for using the tools is to check time stamp option in the data dictionary of
the tools and to integrate the logs on time stamp basis and that can later be used to evaluate success of business
processes and to make better decisions based upon this matching or integration of process data and operational
data. Integration of audit trail and operational database will help decision maker and administrators to know if
any amendments in the data are being performed by the users. Time stamp in data dictionary shows timing of
when user logs in, data entered by user and any changes that are performed in data user, and if data is altered or
deleted by user intentionally or unintentionally.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Amalgamation of logs of Process and Operational data will provide better results and Ontology on possible
matching will be helpful in timelier and accurate decision making.
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